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THE HONORS PROGRAM
I. GOALS
The Honors Program at Shawnee State is designed to provide an opportunity for highly
motivated students to participate in a challenging and creative learning environment.
Such a program would recognize these students and enable them to seek new depth and/or
breadth of academic pursuit and to interact with their peers and faculty.

II. ADMISSION TO THE HONORS PROGRAM
The Honors Program will be available to students in one or both of the following options:

Option 1:
Students who have appropriate credentials such as, but not limited to, ACT composite
scores, grade point ratio (high school and/or college), the recommendation of Shawnee
State University faculty or high school faculty, or other criteria which identify the
student as exceptional may apply to become part of the Honors program and participate
in the honors classes in any area of the Honors curriculum. Specific criteria will be
developed by the Honors Committee.

Option 2:
Students who demonstrate exceptional interest and ability in a specific area of study and
this ability can be documented (even though this ability may not be curriculum wide)
will have the opportunity to enroll in appropriate honors classes with permission of the
instructor.
HONORS COURSES

A course which is labeled an "Honors course" should be challenging and cover material in
a different manner from the usual college class. The characteristics which make an
honors course unique are such features as pace, course content, level of difficulty,
presentation method or project assignment.
The number of honors courses which can be offered each quarter must be limited.
Faculty who want to teach an Honors course must present a proposal to the Honors
Program Committee for the course well in advance of the quarter in which it is to be
taught. This proposal should include information as to the material to be covered, the
presentation technique, and any information which supports the concept that this course
is special and appropriate to be labeled "honors."

HONORS PROGRAM COMMITTEE

A.

The membership of the Honors Program Committee shall consist of one faculty
representative from each of the following areas: College of Health Sciences,
College of Engineering Technologies, College of Business, Division of Social
Science, Mathematics Department, Natural Science Department, Division of
Arts/Humanities and Center for Teacher Education.
In addition, there will be one Honors Student selected by the Student Senate and
the Registrar or his designee.
All members shall be voting members.

B.

Each faculty representative shall be elected by the faculty of the appropriate unit
and will serve for a period of one (1) year.

C.

The chair of the committee shall be elected from within the membership of the
committee.

D.

The functions of this committee will include but not be limited to:
1.

select honors courses to be offered by reviewing faculty proposals;

2.

establish and review admission criteria for students to be admitted to the
Honors Program under Option 1;

3.

select honor students to be admitted to the Honors Program under Option
1; and

4.

provide for general day-to-day operations of the program.

The Honors Program Committee will be responsible for monitoring issues of
quality control such as: (1) course meeting proposed standards, (2) class size;
and other related issues.

Some notes on assessment from the NCA meeting in Chicago, March
1992.
-compiled by Tony Dzik
GENERAL EDUCATION CURRICULUM: RENEWAL AND ASSESSMENT
This session was presented by folks at Southeast Misseuri State
University. SEMSU recently impl~mented a new general education
program.
-SE Missouri has an Assessment Director.
SSU probably should create.

This is a position that

-Their general ed. program is a modified smorgasbord of courses
that are united by 9 objectives (see attached document).
-Their revision was a reflective process that took 6 years. Some
important points coming out of their process·
1. Keep reminding oneself about the kinds of students we
serve. What is right for another institution may not be
right for us.
2. It is extremely important to survey the faculty regarding
their views as to what general education is and should
be.
3. As a strategy, always deal with "turf" questions last.
4. A key to successful revision is to develop appropriate
objectives.
5. Need to create a program identity--all~general ed courses
have to meet all 9 objectives.
6. Use of a freshman seminar is instrumental as here
university resources are introduced and students are
shown that there is more to the university experience
than just the major.
-4 categories of assessment in assessing the CORE used by SE
Missouri:
1. Local Measures- a required writing exam for graduations;
this culminates the writing across the curriculum.
2. National Measures- ACT COMP, Academic Profile (this was
closest to the objectives of their program), IDEA student
evaluation system in which students self-report how they
perceive they have improved.
3. Multiple Measures- pre- and post-testing; surveys on
oral communication skills, a follow-up survey of
graduates regarding their general education experiences.
4. Other Sources of Data- library usage rates, usage of the
writing center.
-They are looking at the portfolio approach.
-Final points made- assessment must involve faculty; assessment
must have multiple components; assessment must change with
program.

INVOLVING FACULTY IN ASSESSMENT: WHY AND HOW
- Many faculty want to be bypassed- they have no interest or
time, but most have fears of assessment: fears such as a
perceived inability to assess what they teach; loss of
autonomy;
hidden agendas; administration's use of assessment.
-Faculty involvement in assessment planning will decrease their
fears of the unknown.
-The success of an assessment plan is less dependent on the
process used than upon the people involved.
-Good idea to have a university-wide informational meeting on
what assessment is all about.
Faculty should be provided with
literature on
assessment.
Stress that assessment is feedback
for improvement not an accountability measure. A clear · statement
of purpose from administration is necessary.
-Absence of faculty resistance or questioning is an unhealthy
sign (I do not think we have to worry about this at SSU).
-If you can, avoid participation of
assessment has been forced upon them.

faculty

who

feel

that

-An effective assessment program must support risk-taking and
failure with punittves. There must be a sense of trust.
-Allow at least 1 year to develop a good assessment program.
-First step is to come up with a written statement of assessment
objectfves.
Input from faculty and administration. A committee
composed of faculty and a few relevant administrative staff
needs
to be formed.
-Growing number of institutions are turning to institutionally
designed/developed tests.
-Divisional/departmental faculty should be central to analyzing
assessment data, test results, student outcomes, etc.
-Faculty should have a role in writing any assessment reports and
making recommendations.
-Important that assessment information be used.

ASSESSING STUDENT ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT IN THE CONTEXT
OF THE CRITERIA FOR ACCREDITATION
Review page 21 (5 components of an assessment plan) and p. 47 (10
guidelines) in NCA's "A Guide·· to s·elf-Study for Commission
Evaluation 1992-93".
-Assessment program should be comprehensive and use a variety of
techniques.
-Should be minimally disruptive to faculty.
-Emporia State uses a Portfolio as the backbone of their program.
Also employ local and standardized tests, alumni and employer
surveys.
student portfolios include tests, papers, lab reports.
-ESU' s improvements brought about
document.

by assessment-

See attached

CRITERION THREE CAN EFFECT POSITIVE CHANGE
-North Central Missouri -~ollege (2 year institution)
-Important to have a university-wide assessment committee
composed of folks committed to the idea of assessment.
A good
starting point is to see what is being assessed and its
usefulness.
Collect info and design a chart ( see attached
document).
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·ces. The physicalplarit;:iJlcludingali6undirlg;i~a:i~iirids

used by -·- _1stitution, whether on campus or at other instructional sites,
should also be evaluated. The adequacy of space, of maintenance and
deferred maintenance programs, of access, of basic utility, are all important in addressing this criterion. Increasingly, institutions must be concerned about the efficiency of the plant, not simply in terms of its demand
for energy but also in terms of its ability to serve a wide variety of
educational and service needs. Security should not be forgotten in the
rcvlcw of the physical facilities.
.
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•

• Financial Resources. The ability of the institution to find and effectively

allocate financial resources sufficient to its purposes deserves careful analysis. ·.An institution must have adequate financial support, properly adminis. tered, to provide the instructional and other services that are called for in its
stated purposes. It is impossible to establish generally applicable levels of
• . .acceptable income and expenditures that are valid for all institutions; in fact,
,?/\Jds.not even possible to establish such levels for all institutions of the same
. '; ·'· ;- · ; ./~oreover, there is no single pat~.y~ther of "corr~t" d~Y,i9~~q!l of
'.r~s(:; ~ @i from v~ous sources (t~itiof and fees, legi~lative' ap~t?~M~ons,
'. : ., .·eµdo\Vment earnings, annual gifts, grants ·from .·government. AA<:\ other
research C_?ntracts) or of,~peµdi.~µres for variou;s c9_mP9~~f~ the
' .? . mstituUon. Instead, the financial structure of each mst1tuuon ·must be
:.• :,: ;.evaluated in terms of the resources it provides for the institution to accomplish
·. ··c·.·. its pµrposes and the efficiency with which those resources are administered.

i~tfa~~~.

9f

·. The budget of an institution is a key document since it can express the
·instirution 's priorities and plans. The institution's balance sheet and operat·. ing statement are also central to evaluating its financial management. They
complement the budget because, while the budget is an expression of the
· ,)/ .,. instiwtion 's immediate priorities and plans, its financial reports ai:e a gauge
: >:·.· of its past priorities and achievements and a projection and.basis for its future.
~!;~~(jJ;ttitutio~s of all types-private, proprietary. and puJ>Ji~qs~.d~~yfop~ ~n~ .
· ··· or foundation programs to garner new or untapped sources of income .
.,Institutions should evaluate the offices, staffs, and programs,dedi~ted to
}li{ ~Jµi;ancial development efforts.
.
..

'if'·,,/ '/,,," '.. ·. :

Criterion Three
"The institution is accomplishing its purposes.''
In addition to examining and establishing the clarity and appropriateness of its mission
and the adequacy ~d organization of its resources, an institution must demonstrate that
it is effectively using those resources to accomplish the purposes for which it exists.
A Gidg, lo S,lf.Studyfor Ccnuni.rsion E110lua1ion, .1992-1993

In pr~viding evi~ence tha~ it fulfil~s Criterion Three, an institution she - - ,cplain both
how ~t eval~ates Its ~ffecuveness m meeting all of its purposes and h
reports and
uses its findings. In its Self-Study Report, an institution may address each of its stated
purposes ~xplicitly in order to provide evidence that it is successfully accomplishing
them, or 1t may employ whatever other organizational scheme it believes will best
demonstrate its effectiveness. Just as there is an extensive un iverse of institutional
purposes, there exists an equally diverse range of means institutions can employ to
assess their effectiveness in achieving them .
Some Possible Areas for Institutional Assessment
Because it accredits the total instiwtion and because most institutions of higher
education have purposes beyond those directly related to student achievement,
the Commission expects that, in demonstrating that it meets Criterion Three, an
institution will provide evidence of its effectiveness in accomplishing a variety
of institutional purposes. While the Commission docs not dictate methodology
or instrumentation for accomplishing this appraisal , it does expect rigorous
assessment of institutional efforts and does require explicit documentation of
student academic achievement.
Some examples of general areas of assessment include the following:
• Student Academic Achievement. Because of the Commission's emphasis
on assessing student academic achievement, a more extensive discussion of
this area is provided in a separate section beginning on page 19.
• Student Development.

Many institutions strive to enhance the lives of
students by providing opportunities for student leadership, by supporting
effective programs of health and wellness, and by offering well-received
counseling and advising services. For institutions concerned about the values
of stu,dents, a review of disciplinary actions as well as evidence of positive
enhancement of relationships across racial, ethnic, and sexual boundaries
might be included. Institutions with strong religious goals should document
success in enhancing the spiritual life of students. Often institutions twn to
alumni surveys to assess the long-range impact of student development
programs.

• Program Quality. Many institutions have in place program review pro. ,cesses, some mandated by external agencies and others designed by the
· institution's faculty out of their own desires to offer better programs. These
reviews should be incorporated in the institution's self-study efforts. Program accreditations also speak to the validation given portions of the
institution by external groups; so, too, might the various surveys, formal and
informal, that speak to the matter of institutional reputation.
· Faculty Accomplishments. For many institutions, teaching effectiveness
constitutes the primary measure of faculty accomplishment; student and peer

A Guide lo St If-Study for Commission Evaluation, 1992-1993
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• Equity and Diversity. If the institution has specific goals and purposes on
',--:.;f.~es~i;matters,
it may want to assess the effectiveness of its policies. to
.. .,'~, ,.
.
· · · guarantee that individual students, faculty, and staff are treated equitably; or
of its initiatives to achieve, recognize, or value diversity both in its curriculum
·and in its constituent groups.

·'"··~ti~ms· fr~tiently, .coI15.tl,~W~'il!¼~1Wx~~pfa~8?,~~~~~1rs~,9.TT1~
· titutions value highly.th,e·r~t,diqfiJ!Ubl1c~tiQ1tac;h!l:W,€:qt9~~~;J:~c;ul~,
rmntati6ns of academic papers,rec,it$., exhibits, and so forth.@so'.c;onsti~ t~::(tJfi:Jsignificant achievements. · .Faculty; contributio~s .to ~e lif:e. of the
ftl:;'01Lihstitution might be measured:. participation on committees, m advising and
•i:t~,-.:.: ~nuµng programs, in devfloping ~ial program_s, for e,xaipp~~. ~ight be
to the institution. Fellow~hip,s, award$, p~e,s,. and o,th,:e.; x~idences
· ··
.,:
:m:ognition should be includ¢ as welJ, -:

~~~J/· :' ; ,.~-

.

.. '

These areas are examples of the possible dimensions of institutional activity that
might warrant scrutiny. Others might include assessing the effectiveness of:

.

• administrative and support programs (e.g., personnel, planning, public relations, institutional development and fundraising, accounting, budgeting,
maintenance, risk management, faculty and staff development);

·.. .•~.-: R~~~~ch and Development. Research universities often find 'evide.nce of
.\1-~ institutional accomplishment in the amoW'lt of external fu~ding they. ge~er. ate; many other institutions document effectivene~s o~ th_1s ar~ o~ m~utu;;;:S:fo tional life by the grants they receive. For some institutions~ msutuuonal
''1~f: \· ffectiveness is measured in part by the number of projects and reports
. .. 16'dtice.cf by the institution/ Fot'<>iliers, .special •awards (for .~research or
··· · development of new and unique programs provide one measure of the
institution's effectiveness.

<

• student services (e.g., advising, placement, counseling, health services,
housing), of academic support (advising, developmental services, library and
learning resources, computing); or
• any other arena in which self-improvement is a priority.

~-

{?i\i;i;Jblic and Community Service.: In~titutions iµight look·to;4i~i~~bers of
·t;,:,;'!/ RCOPie participating in pro~s

an4.cqµrses offerecf;to the'

Assessment of Student Academic Achievement

:,ve~ as
·· --.:J!!~~u~~rs ~f people·~~ncµng~ uJ~--~ven~ ~nsp~~i9)J~r,~nstitu.ri: '-Some institutions will waµt weigh_the use_of thel}'AtciJ,1U~. a?d
, ... services by the broader community. Even if faculty, students, and admims;},\·'trators participate in various community events, the institution will w~nt ~o
~>,,<· . -~sess the overall relationship between the institution and the community m
it. \ j y~i,ch it resides.
__

,

-.:_ ,

'°

:;

•. i,.

-.

'l

. •·~,,_\.:

:_.~t-'.· ..

The Commission Statement on Assessment
and Student Academic Achievement

.~·:.'.';ij}·,r::•· ·', ,:.!. ,..

_p.~cial Constituencies. Some institutions ~~ve fartic~lar. p~ses d~ved
oin :their relationship toi'spon.~ti\lg~,bqdj~. ,·J§,effi.,, . ,, .. ,. ._~Cq~(?,_byious
..,;:commitments
,... :.·..-· ·.
. certam
· reu···
,..·bodi
vate'colleges
to
.&10.us
..·,, · 'e·.s··" s·...o·,.:'foo•oo'm""
.. , .•'· ,.,,,,_,.,,
_., ., .,,, ..:,~,· ·- ..
;f ·:-. ,\ ind 'universities.. Many institutibns~lilive 'goals."o(tiervirtg~a:~de'lrange of
f;:1.f.f9~Stituents, and they will nee4 ~<}~ P,ro~~ w.,a ~.o~r,e.iMe~~ g9~s.
?/V; Sµccess of such programr-those:aimed at speciaf mmontYk~PP~~~ons, ~t
'?fffie::physically challenged, .at,disp~,<re~th.9m~m~~~'.;fRi;-:~~1~~nSUevidence of institutional effectiyeness. ; ' ·: ... :: ;, :H'ii::t \i};'

rrif~.
. i.;-. .. ·

In October 1989, the Commission, in its "Statement on Assessment and Student
Ac.ademic Achievement," made explicit its postion that student academic
achievement is a critical component in assessing overall effectiveness.

. ··. ..- . .;:~:Z~::t:.~:..: ..;,;. ::., ~;;:.:~-:\/1~t;J!~):~,.:.:..-.

it' .. ·'-·tit~tional Climate. Sllidenfand J~ulty sati~fcif.t!on ~.\!1,i?~~~t\¼~on
i/)?speaks to its effectiveness. Questio_nnl!Jre~ concerji_fog lll?t~~}w~o,t~.u_sed;

/ ",\' and some evidence can be gathered from statistics cii:i; recruitn1en~' attrition,
{:\L '.~retention, and program con:ipleti,op, , Effective sh.~~ go,-:,e!l_),an,,q~. -:v~.ether
~?1tr~6riized or not, is impo~L _-11i~:vitalify ot thfM~C?m~~:~~;sh9uld be
··<?:• '''Weighed as well. Many institutions conclude thatalumn! support as well as
· · . successful financial development efforts. say much about f!te health of the
instil
J climate.

\ : ·t:::fl;.e_ Co~s.ioi:i affipµs that the evaluation/accreditation process offers both a

:"'C~~ of providiiig public assurance of an institution's effectiveness and a
· .-.::.$timulus to institutional improvement Toe Commission's criteria require an
·ct/'t~9~ti.on todemons~te ~e c~ari~ and appropriat~ess of its pwposes as a
-.. ~ 1)9~~ondary educational msutuuon; to show that 1t has adequate human,
·. ; ,,i,fMi~~.ial, ancl. physical ,:esources effectively organized for the accomplishment
;· j ,1 ?!}~ose purposes; ,to: confirm its effectiveness in accomplishing all of its
., :,pwposes; and to provide assurance that it can continue to be an effective
, ,. ,>ipi;~~µon. A variety of assessment approaches in its evaluation processes
,-c:'[r:. trengthens the institution's ability to document its effectiveness,
c;~j,1~:iJ:~"~~- --r · ·'"·1·,;:-;;;~-: ·
Toe Commission reaffirms its position that assessment is an important element
' . ·in-_an institution's overall evaluation processes. Toe Commission does not
;;,' ' :.}p~escribe a specific approach to assessment That determination should be made
by the institution in temlS of its own purposes, resources, and commitments.
· Assessment is not an end in itself, but a means of gathering information that can
be·used in evaluating the institution's ability to accomplish its
ses in a
1
'
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1~*;l,~~i1.ri1br,(qf ~cas;An assessm~ program, to be.effective, shoajd provi~ infor-

f!it~ ~§>J~~assiststheinstitutioninmakingusefuldecisions aboutiheimprovcinent
m~;~titlltion an_d ~veloping plans for that m_iprovemen An ins~rution
, ;'·iit i;lS,,~ ~ted to descnbeuuts self-srudy the ways that1tevaluates 1ts ~ffecuveness
. :·'7]
those results are used to plan ~titutional improvement \/ ',:'

;J,fJf,i ~f

t '. ~ ho~

7
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Toe Commission wants to make clear that all instirutions are expected to assess

· i , •.·· .the 1ichievement of their students. With this statement we make explicit the

·,. ·.• Commission's position that, student achievement is a critical component in
J,, ~ing overall institutional effectiveness. Our expectation is that aninstirution
·,i:/{:!ru.ii'.imd is able to describe a program by which it doc_uments student academic
:,.; :i,:f'i,.;aclrlevement.

>

_:~l?~'!?~~:r·::.:t~?!.: ~: ,_ -'···
.

'· ' , .

!}~~~~)';_the Statement stip_ula~ ~t

institution should_consider a broad

Ji;. ··· ~t~f,ppr.oach~ to assessing ~~ui11~9~ outc.o ~es. but1t ~;t,!$t;~a.v e and

cfr~;:a,program for docunientiiigj~ijidenf academic' achieyemei:i~·\at ;the

. .,-. ,:J,~·, . .>'·

:1r'
1-~Ji'.d#fgraduate. ·and
graduate
levels
..TI)us;,b\'a40p~g·the:Statement~th~·:com,.. '"iJ:.-,;,.~:1: ·J•"··~• '. •:•:-. ."
•
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ft~s1ot11 ~m .Insutuuons of Higher Educauc;m ·. made explicit. a ::-~Qo_c ept :that,
?{ajth9ugh always embodied the Criteria for Accreditation,
notalways fully
'N~wi4e.istood: though essential, demonstrating the clarity and appropriateness of
··. an institution's purpose or the adequacy of its resources and orgaruzation is not,
t\~QA~, s_ufficient grounds for accreditation. In addition, an institution must be
to demonstrate positive results as wen. ·

m

:;':aoie

7rtYY~-:~-;j~. \

·.

•}

•

was

· ·

.~· /,.: ...

. The spirit of this requirement reflects the basis for self-study for accredi'tation:
, --. tllat member institutions will strive continually to improve themselves and that
)~~~-tifate analysis and self-awareness are prerequisites for improvement. By
}'.•,fo-utinizing its goals, operations, and results, an institution can see clearly its
strengths and weaknesses, and plan for its future, realistically and effectively.
_!", Assessment of progress toward all an institution's goals forges the essential link
- between mission and planning, and between the past and the future.

the information on which they can act to make the education of theu
more effective.

!nts

Some institutions will already have programs in place. Many others will begin
by developing an assessment plan. Documentation of the plan in the Self-Study
Report should address the following Components of an Assessment Plan:

1.

The plan is linked to the mission, goals, and objectives of the institution.

2.

The plan is carefully articulated and is institution-wide in con. ceptualization and scope.

3.

The plan leads to institutional improvement.

4.

The plan is being implemented according to a timeline.

5. The plan is administered .
But formulating a plan for assessment is only the first step. The plan must result
in a program. And, invariably, an institution's purposes and goals for its
assessment program will change over time as the institution learns more about
collecting and analyzing information and as its interests and concerns shift For
example, it may make sense for an institution to begin assessment in order to
discover which of its introductory courses are best for high-risk students or
which of its core courses best live up to the institution's articulated goals'for
general education. But it may be equally appropriate for that same institution,
a year or more later, to collect data on the education of honors students, or to find
out whether employers are satisfied with specific groups of the institution's
graduates, or to answer a host of other questions, An assessment program should
be capable of growing and changing with an institution,
Though an effective assessment program should be institution-wide and systematic, it is not critical that an institution collect identical information about all its
programs. Invariably, some of the information collected may be objective and
quantified, some more subjective and qualitative. Some programs culminate in
n_~tional or state licensing examinations which, combined with grades and
proficiency tests, may provide a useful index of student achievement. The
achievement of other students may be gleaned in part from records of transfer to
more advanced programs. One department may find that a standardized test
constitutes a good measure of student achievement while another may be more
satisfied with a senior comprehensive examination, a thesis, or a capstone course
incorporating a project Effective assessment programs may be quite complex,
their components quite varied. What matters most is that the information is
sufficiently diverse and detailed for the institution to use it to enhance student
learning and improve educational programs.
Moreover, just as a single test does not provide a sound measure of student
learning in a college course, neither do random licensing and test scores

A Guidi lo S,lf-Sbldy /0#' Commiuio11 E110lllalioll, 1992-1993
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processes have goals specific to the institution; the success of the process
in accomplishing those goals speaks to the institution's ability to move
forward in the future.

•

A Focus on the Education of Students. The centrality of the institution's
educational programs needs to be highlighted when the institution looks
toward the future. Institutions that have taken seriously the Commission's
requirement to document the academic achievement of their students give
evidence of this concern, particularly those institutions that have created
formal links to ensure that the information obtained through assessment is
used to improve the educational process.

•

Appropriate Stability and Resiliency. The continuity of effective
leadership, of a strong governing board, of faculty, and of administrators
may all provide evidence of institutional stability, as may the strength of
the institution's financial base, including the health of its endowment.
Sustained or growing enrollments may auger for financial stability, as can
documentation of the likelihood of resources continuing at current or
improved levels. Institutions that have experienced and assimilated
considerable change may argue that their resiliency and flexibility to
challenges in the past indicate their readiness to confront the future.
Institutions that have strong, continuing support from religious bodies,
state legislatures, tribal governments, and rate-payers should weigh that
support against the uncertainties of the future.

•

Mechanisms for Educational Self-Improvement. Assessment programs ought to feed directly into those planning and budgeting processes
that consider the allocation of additional funds to strengthen educational
programs, thus assuring that assessment leads to needed improvements. If
the self-study process itself identifies ways to strengthen educational
programs, then it is important to gauge the impact of those findings for the
future of the institution. Similarly, other institutional review processes
should be used for improvement; for example, institutions that regularly
review all academic programs should assess how effectively those reviews
strengthen the programs.

•

A Strong Planning Effort. An effective planning process offers the
means to modify goals, to alter or develop programs and methods of
·instruction, to cope with shifting levels and sources of support, and to
continually strengthen institutional vitality. Long- and short-range planning combined with strategic planning provide most institutions with
effective tools to meet the future.

Criterion Four
"The institution can continue to accomplish its purposes."
This criterion captures the institution's potential for continuing effectiveness by asking
it to examine critically its potential for continuing progress toward its stated purposes.
The Self-Study Report must provide evidence that such continuing effectiveness is
likely, and that the institution has in place the mechanisms essential for self-correction
if its future course begins to stray from its intended goals. Indications that an
institution's effectiveness will continue into the future come frorri:

The key word is "effective." Many institutions have planning committees
or processes that generate documents read by few and follo wed by no one.
l!St year, but
Others develop long-term plans that become outdated ir
-
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UNIVERSITY SfUDIF.S PROGRAM
AT
SOUTHEAST MISSOURI STATE UNIVERSITY

One fundamental purpose of a liberal education is to ensure the acquisition of knowledge common to educated
people and to equip students to integrate acquired knowledge in order to produce interconnections of thoughts and ideas.
The goal of the program is to provide students with the information, ideas and skills they need to have in order
to live a happier and more intellectually rewarding life.
The program is based upon nine University Studies Objectives:

Objective No. 1
Demonstrate the ability to locate and gather infonnation
This objective addresses the ways to search for, find and retrieve the ever increasing information available in a
technological society.
Objective No. 2
Demonstrate capabilities for critical thinking, reasoning and analyzing
Students today cannot learn all the information that is produced. Therefore, they must be able to evaluate, analyze
and synthesize information. They must be able to. effectively process large amounts of information.

Objective No. 3
Demonstrate effective communication skills
The ability to understand and manipulate verbal and mathematical symbols is a fundamental requirement in any
society, especially one that thrives upon the free exchange of ideas and information. Functional literacy is not the goal,
rather, students must attain a high level of proficiency in order to be effective and happy citizens.
Objective No. 4

Demonstrate an understa~g of human experiences and the ability to relate them to the
present
The degree to which individuals and societies assimilate the accrued knowledge of previous generations is
indicative of the degree to which they will be able to use their creative and intellectual abilities to enrich their lives and
the culture of which they are a part.
Objective No. 5
Demonstrate an understanding of various cultures and their interrelationships
Understanding how other people live and think gives one a broader base of experience upon which to draw in
the quest to become educated. As we become more proficient in information gathering, critical thinking, communication,
and understanding our past, our need to understand other cultures becomes greater.
Objective No. 6
• Demonstrate the ability to integrate the breadth and diversity of knowledge and experience
This objective deals not merely with the possession of isolated facts and basic concepts, but also the correlation
and synthesis of disparate knowledge into a coherent, meaningful whole.
Objective No. 7
Demonstrate the ability to make infonned, intelligent value decisions
Valuing is the ability to make informed decisions after considering ethical, moral, aesthetic and practical
implications. It involves assessing the consequences of one's actions, assuming responsibility for them, and understanding
and respecting the value perspective of others.
Objective No. 8
Demonstrate the ability to make infonned, sensitive aesthetic responses
A concern for beauty is a universal characteristic of human culture. Aesthetics, while usually associated with
the fine arts, can be broadly defined to include all areas of human endeavor, for example, science, history, business and
sport.
- bjective No. 9
Demonstrate the ability to function responsibly in one's natural, social and political environment
Students must learn to interact responsibly with their natural, social and political environments in order to assure
continued interrelationships among persons and things. This objective presupposes an educated, enlightened citizenry that
accepts its responsibility to understand and participate in the political and social process.

STRUCTURE OF THE UNIVERSITY STUDIES PROGRAM
SOUTIIEAST MISSOURI STATE UNIVERSITY
PROGRAM THEME: UNDERSTANDING AND ENHANCING THE HUMAN EXPERIENCE

I.

First Year Introductory Course . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

II.

The 100-200 Level Core Curriculum:

III .

3 hours

TIIEME: ACQUISITION OF KNOWLEDGE:
GAINING PERSPECTIVES ON THE INDIVIDUAL, SOCIETY AND THE UNIVERSE
The core curriculum is separated into three perspectives with four categories of courses in each perspective. One course is required
from each of the twelve categories.
100-200 Level Core Curriculum . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 36 hours

t'

Perspective on Individual Expression

Perspective on Natural, Systems

Perspective on Human Institutions

Artistic Expression
Literary Expression
Oral Expression
Written Expression

Behavioral Systems
Living Systems
Logical Systems
Physical Systems

Development of a Major Civilization
Economic Systems
Political Systems
Social Systems

3
3
3
3

hours
hours
hours
hours

3
3
3
3

hours
hours
hours
hours

The 300-400 Level Interdisciplinary Curriculum:
THEME: INTEGRATION OF KNOWLEDGE: LIVING IN AN INTERDEPENDENT UNIVERSE
Each student takes two 300-level courses that integrate two or more categories of the core curriculum.
300 Level Interdisciplinary Courses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

3
3
3
3

hours
hours
hours
hours

6 hours

Each student also takes a 400-level senior seminar that integrates two or more perspectives of the core curriculum and that requires
students to demonstrate the ability to do appropriate interdisciplinary scholarship and present it in both oral and written forms .
400 Level Senior Seminar . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 hou rs
TOTAL
48 hours

....

SOUTHEAST MISSOURI Sf ATE UNIVERSITY

UNIVERSITY SfUDIES PROGRAM
100-200 Core Curricuhim

Perspectives on Individual Expression
Artistic Expression
Oral Expression
Aesthetics and the Arts
French Language and Culture I
French Language and Culture II
Ceramics: A Metaphor for Understanding Human Experience
French Language and Culture III
Music: An Artistic Expression
Fundamentals of Oral Communication
Musical Encounters
German Language and Culture I
Perspectives in Art
German Language and Culture II
Reading the Visual Image
German Language and Culture III
Theatre Appreciation
Spanish Language and Culture I
Spanish Language and Culture II
Literary Expression
Fiction and the Human Experience
Spanish Language and Culture III
French Literature
Written Expression
German Literature
Rhetoric and Critical Thinking
Hispanic Literature
Mythic Dimensions of Literature
Old Testament Literature
Poetry and the Human Experience
Readings in Philosophy
The Variety of Literature
Perspectives on Natural Systems
Behavioral Systems
Logical Systems
Development of the Adolescent
College Algebra
Ethical Theory
Computing
Logical Decision-Making
Foundations of Human Behavior: Sex and Aggression
Mathematics I
Health Perspectives
Symbolic Logic
•sychological Development Across the Life Span
•sychological Perspectives on Human Behavior
Physical Systems
Leisure Identity
The Child: Development from Conception to Adolescence
Chemistry in Our World
Earth Science: Environmental Hazards
Exploring the Universe
Living Systems
Physical Concepts
Biological Principles
Physical Science: A Process Approach
Biological Science: A Process Approach
The Physical Landscape: A Spatial Analysis
Biology for Living
Basic Principles of Chemistry
Environmental Biology
Investigations in Biology
General Chemistry I
Nutrition and Mankind
Development of a Major Civilization
African Civilization
American Civilization
American Peoples and Civilization
Ancient Egypt
Chinese Civilization
Classical Civilization
European Civilization
European Peoples and Civilization
Islamic Civilization
Japanese Civilization
Latin American Civilization
F..conomic Systems
:omparative Economic Systems
Jconomic Problems and Policies
Principles cif Microeconomics
World Food and Society

Perspectives on Human Institutions
Political Systems
Comparative Political Systems
United States Political Systems
Social Systems
Cultural Geography
People and Places of the World
Social Philosophy
Society, Culture and Social Behavior
Valuea and Social Issues in Business
World Religions
Cities and Society
Observing Other Cultures
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SOUTHEAST MISSOURI ST ATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY STUDIES PROGRAM
UPPER-LEVEL INTERDISCIPLINARY CURRICULUM
300-LEVFL INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSES - 6 hours
Take two 300-level courses:
Ul-300
Drugs and Behavior
Ul-301
Managerial Communication Processes
Ul-302
Westward Movement: Development of American Regional Cultures
The Female Experience
Ul-303
Ul-304
The History and Culture of West Africa
UI-305
Judicial Reasoning
UI-306
The Film as History and Literature
Ul-307
Economic Geography
Ul-308
Cultural and Physical Landscapes of the World: A Geographical Analysis
UI-309
Crime and Human Behavior
Ul-310
The American Musical Experience
Ul-311
Masterpieces of the French Novel
Perspectives on the Present
Ul-312
The African-American Experience
Ul-313
Electronics and Computers in Music
Ul-315
Ul-316
Contemporary Lega~ Studies
Human Sexuality
Ul-317
Earth Science: A Process Approach
Ul-318
The Modern Presidency
Ul-320
International Political Economy
Ul-322
Biochemistry I
Ul-331
Issues in Twentieth Century Architecture
Ul-337
Housing Perspectives
Ul-340
Ul-345
Nonverbal Communication
UI-352
Medical Ethics
"-400-LEVFL SENIOR SEMINAR COURSES - 3 hours
Take one 400-level course:
Ul-400
Business and Ethics
Ul-401
American Cultural Landscapes
Ul-403
Aesthetics and Human Values
The Human Ascent
Ul-404
Ul-406
Transforming the Female Experience
Ul-407
Rational Endeavor
Manufacturing Research in a Global Society
Ul-410
Ul-414
The American Temper: Ideas in Conflict
• Planetary Exploration: From Galileo to the Present and Beyond
Ul-416
Persuasion: Understanding, Practice & Analysis
Ul-425
The Nature and Growth of Mathematical Thought
Ul-438

University Studies Curriculum Committee Course Review
Upper Level Interdisciplinary Courses Pending Approval:

Ul-3xx
UI-3xx
Ul-3xx
Ul-314
Ul-321
Ul-327
Ul-336
Ul-338
Ul-341
Ul-342
Ul-344
Ul-347
Ul-348

Contemporary Political Theory
Foundations of Political Thought
Transcultural Experience
Religion and Theatre in Japanese Culture
AIDS : An Interdisciplinary Perspective
Writing for Science & Technology
Religion in America
Rural Sociology
Victorian Studies
Modern Political Thought
Plants and Humanity
Living in a Global Society
The Evolution of Economic Concepts

Ul-350
Ul-351
UI-355
Ul-357
Ul-4xx
Ul-402
Ul-405
Ul-408
Ul-411
UI-412
Ul-415
Ul-417
Ul-419

Middle East Politics
Public Opinion Management
Consumer and the Market
Early American Political Thought
The Writings of Artists
Music in World Cultures
Shakespeare and the Human Condition
The Hero in Culture and History
Contemporary Political and Social Issues
American Health Care System
Science and Religion
Images of Britain
Earthquakes and People
3 March 1992

SfATEMENT OF PHILOSOPHY
UNIVERSITY STUDIES PROGRAM
AT
SOUTHEASf MISSOURI SfATE UNIVERSITY
The University Studies program at Southeast Missouri State University is designed to provide all
students with the knowledge, concepts and competencies necessary for them to assume productive
leadership roles in a pluralistic society. The purposes of the University Studies program are to ensure the
acquisition of knowledge common to educated people; the ability to process, synthesize and evaluate such
knowledge for use in making intelligent decisions; and the ability to use such knowledge in everyday life
for a more rewarding, fulfilling existence, and to disseminate such knowledge to others in one's society
and world.
The entire undergraduate program at the University encourages students to develop an intellectual
orientation - to build reasoning powers capabl\_of integrating personal experience with collective human
experience. In particular, students educated by a coherent University Studies program learn ultimately
how to discover and comprehend, how to create and communicate, how to appreciate and use knowledge
for themselves and for others. Reason fostered by education thus prepares them for their future academic,
professional, personal and societal lives.
To encourage effective thinking and synthesis of disparate knowledge, the University Studies
program leads students to identify reliable sources of information, collect information, and then construct
defensible generalizations. Briefly stated, students learn in their studies to employ various methods of
reasoning, including both the deductive and inductive methods.
Beyond thinking and synthesis of knowledge, the natural human impulse is to communicate
knowledge. Because knowledge is preserved and conveyed through symbols, mastery of verbal and
mathematical symbols is of prime importance to students. The University Studies program guides
students, therefore, to develop the capability to speak, write and use basic mathematical symbols
appropriately and effectively.
1

2

.Certain classes in the curriculum are designed to focus directly on facility in oral, written and
mathematical communication, and they have a special responsibility for encouraging mastery of verbal and
mathematical symbols . But the responsibility of helping students to extend these vital skills belong to the
entire undergraduate program of the University.
Acquiring and communicating knowledge generally raises personal, moral and ethical issues for
students - issues that require the integration of personal experience with collective human experience. To
encourage sound value judgments when students confront these issues, the University Studies program
guides students to understand that they share a common heritage shaped by diverse value systems,
institutions, individuals and events. As they make their own judgments, shape their own values, and act
accordingly, students are thus guided by a knowledge of the past with its successes and failures. Students
are guided also by an understanding of the principles of human behavior, both individual and collective, .
both mental and physical, that motivate, enabl&--and enhance human thought and action.
The University Studies program encourages students to reflect on and evaluate key sectors of
American life, its social institutions, its government and law, its economy, its literature and its arts, both
past and present. However, as citizens of the world, students should also be knowledgeable of cultures
other than their own. In the University Studies program, therefore, ·the University offers the opportunity
to survey and JlSSess major facets of other cultures.

General Objectives of the University Studies Program
Though knowledge may be pursued for its own sake, it assumes its most vital role when it is used
for personal enrichment and the betterment of society. Since acquisition precedes use, the cornerstone of
the University Studies program is the acquiring of knowledge common to educated people. Students must
become acquainted with the various methods of inquiry and the ways by which knowledge is generated,
organized, tested and learned. Further, students must develop the ability to process, synthesize and
evaluate acquired knowledge for use in making intelligent decisions. In other words , students must be
equipped to make sound choices by critically thinking through a problem and assessing its implications in
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the world at large. By integrating the various disciplines and thus identifying the interconnections of
thoughts and ideas, students will increase their understanding of their physical, social, political, economic,
psychological, cultural and intellectual environment. However, only when knowledge has been
communicated and applied has it achieved its highest value. The possession of knowledge, therefore,
carries with it the responsibility for disseminating that knowledge to others in one's society and world and
for using such knowledge in everyday life for a more rewarding, fulfilling existence. The ultimate goal of
the University Studies program is a better life for both the individual and humankind.

Objective No. 1

Demonstrate the ability to locate and gather information

The explosion of knowledge in the twentieth century and the variety of formats in which
information is being presented have resulted in the need for more sophisticated tools and capabilities to
access that information. At the same time, the need for information has accelerated. Information is
necessary for making intelligent decisions and'1iformed judgments and for the enrichment of personal life.
The ability to locate or retrieve this information efficiently is an important component in the preparation
for living a fulfilling life and for. assuming a responsible/creative role in society.

Objective No. 2

Demonstrate capabilities for critical thinking, reasoning and analyzing

Since information exists in a wide variety of formats, students often encounter it as disjointed and
disparate fact&,. Thus, it is nec;:essary for students to learn to evaluate, analyze and synthesize information

in order to make intelligent use of it. Students need to learn that there are numerous ways of discovering
and processing information, and applying it to a given situation. The University Studies program should
equip students with the ability and the desire to think critically and to reach well-reasoned conclusions
about specific issues. Only as students become skillful in evaluating, analyzing and synthesizing
information, will they be able to engage in the level of intellectual ~tivities required for critical thinking.

Objective No. 3

Demonstrate effective communication skills

The mastery of verbal and mathematical symbols is an essential component of the University
Studies program. The ability to understand and manipulate such symbols is a fundamental requirement in
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any society wfiich encourages and thrives upon the free interchange of ideas and information. In this
context mere functional literacy can never be an adequate goal; students must attain a level of proficiency
which will enable them to become informed, effective citizens in their society and world.

Objective No. 4

Demonstrate an understanding of human experiences and the ability to relate
them to the present

One important characteristic of human beings is their ability to understand and transmit the
accumulated knowledge of the past from one generation to another. This ability enables each generation
to build on the experiences of the past and to understand and function effectively in the present. The
degrees to which individuals and societies assimilate the accrued knowledge of previous generations is
indicative of the degree to which they will be able to use their creative and intellectual abilities to enrich
their lives and the culture of which they are a part.

Objective No. 5

Demonstrate an understanding of various cultures and their interrelationships
\,.__

Understanding how other people live and think gives one a broader base of experience upon which
to draw in the quest to become educated. In the University Studies program, students explore the different
values and beliefs in cultures other thari their own and learn to respect the differences. The
interrelationships among cultures must be understood in order to appreciate the differences and similarities
in customs throughout the world.

Objective No: 6

Demonstrate the ability to integrate the breadth and diversity of knowledge
and experience

The educated person is not one who possesses merely isolated facts and basic concepts , but one
who can correlate and synthesize disparate knowledge into a coherent, meaningful whole. Even thougQ .
modem society encourages a high degree of specialization in some areas, students should be encouraged
and empowered to perceive connections and relevancies within the multiplicity of data and experience.

Objective No. 7

Demonstrate the ability to make informed, intelligent value decisions

Valuing is the ability to make informed decisions after considering ethical, moral, aesthetic and
practical implications. Valuing is a dynamic process that involves assessing the consequences of one's
actions, assuming responsibility for them, and understanding and respecting the value perspectives of
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others. As a result, valuing is a natural dimension of human behavior and an integral component of the
University Studies program.
Objective No. 8

Demonstrate the ability to make informed, sensitive aesthetic responses

A concern for beauty is a universal characteristic of human cultures. Although the term
aesthetics is usually associated with such fine arts as literature, theater, art, music, dance and architecture,
in actuality the term need not be so narrowly defined. All areas of human endeavor -- science, history,
business and sport, for example, as well as the arts -- contain elements of beauty. Toward the end of
exercising an informed sensibility, students should be exposed to various definitions of beauty, equipped
with the appropriate methods of investigation and evaluation, and encouraged to make independent
judgments.
Demonstrate the ability to function responsibly in one's natural, social and
political environment
\...
The existence of mankind depends on countless interrelationships among persons and things.

Objectives No. 9

Students must learn to interact responsibly with their natural environment and with other citizens of their
society and world. The University Studies program should help students to realize that individual
freedoms may necessarily be limited and that natural, social and political harmony begins with the
individual. Further, the University Studies program should foster a desire for a political and social system

.

based on a concern for human rights and just public policy determined through reasoned deliberation.
Such an ideal presupposes an educated, enlightened citizenry that accepts its responsibility to understand
and participate in the governance process.

,·
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SI'ATENIENT OF PROCEDURES FOR PROPOSING UNIVERSITY STUDIES COURSES

University Studies courses may be developed by individual faculty members , committees within a
department or discipline, committees representing clusters of departments or disciplines, or faculty teams
aided by consultants from outside the area(s) of specialization. It will be the responsibility of the
individual faculty member(s) of group(s) proposing th~ course to demonstrate the level of the course, the
number of credit hours, which of the nine objectives (Appendix 1) will be addressed in the course, the
extent to which the objectives will be addressed, the means by which they will be addressed, and the
methods to be employed to ascertain how well the objectives have been met.
In considering these matters, the University Studies Committee will examine the proposed course
syllabus and cover sheet (Appendix 2) designed by the committee to be submitted to the course
proposer(s) . The committee will also review the proposal in relation to the overall structure of the
University Studies program. In some cases the committee may wish to interview the individual(s) who has
(have) submitted the course proposal.
In determining whether a course may be included iii the University Studies offerings, either as a
requirement or an elective, the committee shall evaluate the course proposal in relation to the nine
objectives. While it would be impractical -- and perhaps undesirable -- to expect any single course to
focus equally on each of the nine objectives, the committee believes that, as a general rule, a course
should effectively address and integrate as many objectives as possible and that, ideally, every course
approved for the program should effectively a&lress and integrate, in some fashion , all nine of the
objectives.
In considering the extent to which the nine objectives will be met in a given course, proposers
should demonstrate whether each objective will receive significant, considerable, or some emphasis in the
course. Significant emphasis shall be determined by having an objective effectively met by at least three
of the following course components: content, teaching strategies, student assignments (including texts
and/or other resources), and methods of evaluation student performance. Considerable emphasis shall be
determined by having an objective effectively met by two of the course components. Some emphasis
shall be determined by having an objective effectively met by one course component .

.

The distinction between lower- and upper-level University Studies courses will not be based on the
nine general education objectives. Rather, that distinction will be based on such factors as difficulty of
course content, types of assignments , stringency of evaluation procedures, and possible use of
prerequisites. This manner of classification is similar to the current practice of distinguishing between
lower and upper levels for non-University Studies courses.
The channels through which every University Studies course proposal must be routed will follow
the Course and Curricular Flow Chart (page 11) that appears on page 188 of the Faculty Handbook.
Interdisciplinary course proposals must be submitted to and approved by each department and college
involved in the teaching of the course.
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9-STEP DEVELOPMENT CYCLE
C.OMPREHENSIVE STUDENT ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
1. An institution's administration - with or without external assessment mandate pressure

and/or meaningful faculty input - commits to the establishment of a CSAP as a primary
indicator of the institution's effectiveness.

2. A relatively latent "behind the scenes" period of information gathering, goal setting,
planning, consensus-building, program design, · resource-seeking, and trial-and-error
exploration of assessment models ensues.
3. Then a concerted CSAP effort begins, supplementing existing data-gathering activities with
"pilot" assessments in selected programs across the campus.
4. Gradually the process effects of CSAP implementation are evidenced. Students, faculty,
administrators, outside mandaters and others begin to be influenced by assessment activities
(e.g., defining program objectives, finding and/or developing measures, piloting assessment
strategies, analyzing preliminary evaluative feedback, preliminary reporting, etc.)
5. Assessment refinement eventually matches program objectives with effective measures at a
manageable cost sufficiently to impl~ent an institution-wide CSAP.
6. Finally product analysis of the CSAP begins to yield a definitive database on academic
program quality, and the strengths and weaknesses in the curriculum, instruction, policies,
and resources which are responsible for that level of quality.
7. Reactions to those results come from program faculty, institutional administrators,
assessment mandaters, and others.
8. Changes in educational program and/or policies and/or CSAPs are made to enhance the
institutions' effectiveness.
9. Those changes are, in turn, assessed, ... and the higher education assessment cycle continues.
According to the results of this study, the majority of U.S. colleges and universities (59%) are
at Step 1· or 2, just feeling their way into the assessment movement. Another 30% are
somewhere between Steps 3 and 5, making a serious effort toward implementing a CSAP, but
still wrestling with significant methodological, logistical, motivational and financial issues. A
much smaller percentage - mostly those pioneering schools to whom those that follow owe such
a debt of gratitude - are at Step 6 and beyond. And somewhere around 10% of American
. institutions either haven't gotten the word, are still trying to find a way around assessment, or
are still at a pre-planning stage of CSAP implementation.
Source: Assessing Assessment, Higher Education Panel Report No. 79, American Council on Education,
May 1991, pp. 9-10.

GENERAL EDUCATION GOALS
1. Strengthen basic skills: writing, oral communication and mathematics
2. Increase knowledge of general education disciplines
3. Enhance ability to integrate knowledge between disciplines and to think
critically, analyze issues, and clarify values
4. Increase understanding of contemporary cultures and potential to make
contributions to society
5. Develop skills for intellectual curiosity and lifelong learning

ASSESSMENT APPROACHES
1. Locally developed achievement measures
2. External expert evaluation

'--

3. Self-reported data collection
4. Nationally standardized achievement tests
5. Persistence studies
6. Portfolio analysis

ESU ASSESSMENT PROCESS REQUIREMENTS
1. Comprehensive

2. Low cost
3. Use what is available

4. Eclectic
5. Minimally disrupt faculty patterns
6. Action oriented -- leads to changes

TABLE 1
Departments Using Each of the Six Types of Assessment

1991

1988
Majors

Assessment Type
Locally Developed Achievement Measures
External Expert Evaluation
Self-Reported Data Collection
Nationally Standardized Achievement Tests
Persistence Studies
Portfolio Analysis

16

23

39
12
13
0

_%_

Majors

_%_

24%
35%
59%
18%
20%
0%

50
44
49
13
31
34

75%
66%
73%
19%
46%
51%

TABLE 2
Growth in Use of Multiple Measure 1988-91
Percent of Departments Using the Six Types of Measures

0 Types of Assessment
1 Type of Assessment
2 Types of Assessment
3 Types of Assessment
4 Types of Assessment
5 Types of Assessment
6 Types of Assessment

1988

1991

33%
18%
22%
16%
10%
0%

0%
2%
30%
25%
28%
10%
--5.%
100%

_Q%

99%

IMPROVEMENTS RESULTING FROM ASSESSMENT ACTIVITIES

A. OVERALL

Assessment of the Assessment Process
• Redesign assessment protocols for ·general education
• Need to gather less data
_Student approval of assessment techniques
Goal clarification for faculty
Purchase equipment to allow for creation of electronic portfolio
Broadening beyond Academic Affairs
B. GENERAL EDUCATION

Goal 1

\._

Activities to improve student writing and oral communication skills
Goal 2
Validation of meeting this goal allowed us to direct energies elsewhere
Goals 3 and 4
Changes in curriculum of general education courses
• Analysis of Fine Arts course
• Developing diversity resources for classroom use
• Creation of new diversity course
Goal 5
Results of alumni surveys validate success in meeting this goal
C. MAJORS

In teacher education, new course in classroom management and discipline based on
survey of graduates and employers
In business, new course Introduction to Microcomputer Applications based on feedback
from employer advisory groups

..,,.
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NCMC OUTCOMES ASS-~SMENT and ACCOUNTABILI

Graduation Honors

X

Graduation List

-

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Dean's and President's Lists

X

X

X

X

X

Grade Distribution Reports

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Missouri Real Estate Board Exam

X

Entering ACT scores

X

NCLEX -- ADN

-

./

X

..

X

X

X

X

:

ADN Performance Agreement

I

'

·•

X
X

X

Daily Clinical Evaluation Log

X

Employer Evaluation of NCMC graduates

X

X

X

3 or 5 year fol low-up Report of Voe grads

X

X

X

1987 Retention Report

X

180-day Employment Follow-up

X

Employment Strategies Mock Interview

X

X

X
X

X

X
I

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

w

I

....

NCMC OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT and ACCOUNTABILITY

OUTCOMES ASSESSED - 7-year Longitudinal study

X

X

X

Pre- & Post-testing (reading, math)

X

Pre- & Post-testinq (Enqlish, writinq)

X

Pre-nursing math skills

X

NCLEX -- PN

X

Follow-up of AA & AAS '

X

Y.

Missouri Student Achievement Study

"

X

X

X

X

X
Y.

X

Y.

Y.

Y.

X

X

X

"

Student Organization

X

Y.

Student Activities

"

X

X

X

ADN Course Grading System

X

Business Office, Bookstore, FA Survey

X

Financial Aid to NCMC Students

X

Counselors' Evaluations by students

X

Ag Student Organization

X

X
.,

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

..

NCMC OUTCOMES ASSE~""MENT and ACCOUNTABILIT\

OUTCOMES ASSESSED - -·

Graduate Satisfaction

X

Factors related to student development

X

X

NCMC student leadership

X

X

y

y

y

y

Faculty usage of cr i tical thinking

X

Student evaluation of ARC

X

Faculty evaluation by students

X

X

X

X

X

Faculty evaluation by Dean of Instruction

X

X

X

X

D(

Part-time faculty member orientation

X

X

X

X

X

Part-time faculty evaluation

X

X

X

X

X

Library support for classroom instruction

X

X

X

X

D<

AON faculty goals

X

X

..

('DN/PN Interview Process

X

Program Self Evaluation

X

X

X

Transfer Guarantee

X

X

X

X

1

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

'x
D(

X

X
X

D(

NCMC OUTCOMES ASSESSMENT and ACCOUNTABILITY

Employment of students while attending

X

Evaluation of new courses

X

Evaluation of Health Occup. courses

X

X
X

X

Evaluation of faculty

X

& Indust~y Survey

X

X

X

Personnel Survey

Area Business

X

It
X

Labor Demand for Green Hills area

X

Evening Data Processing Program survey

X

Elder Hostel

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

Health Careers Expo Evaluation

X

Continuing Education Program

X

.

Area Vo-Tech articulation agreement

X

Degrees to women, minorities, aliens

X

Real Estate Seminar

X

X

X

X

.x
.

X

X

X

X

:x
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

"
.. Jiii:•,~-~
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OUTCOMES ASSESSED - -

Student Progress Report -- ABE

X

Off-campus, weekend, evening courses

X

Enrollment of students by age
Faculty development opportunities

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Effectiveness of NCMC personnel

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Personnel satisfaction -with NCMC

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

-j''

_,...
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Component

NCMC Plar "'i Assessment
Time Schedule

Population/
Pro ram
All certificate and/or
degree-seeking
students and anyone
wishing to enroll in
English I or any math
class •

See ACT Placement
Chart

Distribution of Results
Individual scores to counselors,
program advisors, student
services record clerk. ACT
report to Administrative Council

ARC Director, student services
file, program advisors

Use of Results

Responsibility

For student placement in
English I, any math class, and/or
developmental reading. For
acceptance into the AON
program. Composite data used
by the dean in curricular
decision

Dean of Student Services

For placement in developmental

ARC Dir&Ctor, counselors

classes

AA and MS graduates

Individual results to students.
Composite data to Dean of
Instruction and Dean of Student
Services

Composi'l0 data used for
instructional improvement

Administration of testtesting staff; Use of composite data-Dean of
Instruction

Full- and part-time
faculty, staff, administration, and Board of
Trustees

Available to full- and part-time
faculty, staff, administration, and
Board of Trustees

For Instructional effectiveness
and improvement of services to
students

President

Sample of students

Appropriate staff and supervisors

To improve services to students

Administrative Council

NCMC Plan of A
Component

Time Schedule

Population/
Program

ssment cont.

Distribution of Results

Use of Results

Responsibility

All AON and LPN
applicants and other
students as needed

Student, counselor, program
advisors

lo assist student in making
decisions regarding college and
career choices

Prospective teacher
education students

Individual scores to student.
Collective data to Dean of
Student Services, and Dean of
Instruction

Admission to Missouri teacher
education programs

Testing staff

Principles of Real
Estate course
complete rs

Individual scores to student.
Collective data to Dean of
Instruction

To assess cou rse effectiveness

Missouri Real Estate Board

LPN graduates

lndividua~results to student & PN
coordinafor. Collective data to
Dean of Instruction

To assess program effectiveness

Missouri State Board of
Nursing

To asses program effectiveness

Missouri State Board of
Nursing

AON graduates

Individual results to student &

AON director, Collective data to
Dean of Instruction

Components for Future Development by May 1992:

1. Tracking plan for developmental mathematics and English
·students
2. Follow-up procedure for College Success students
3. .Library evaluation package

Additional Future Evaluation:

Counselors

1. On-going retention study
2. Transfer GPA follow-up in cooperation with four-year colleges

NCMC Plan of Assessment cont.
Co

onent

Time Schedule

Population/
Program

Dist

lion of Results

Use of Results

Res

sibllity

Random sampling
of certificate and
AAS graduates

Dean of Instruction and program
coordinators

To insure program effectiveness.
To obtain data regarding
promotion and mobility of
graduates

Job Placement Officer

.Annual~

Random sampling
of employers of
NCMC vocational
graduates

Department of Elementary &
Secondary Education, Dean of
Instruction, and program
coordinators

Program effectiveness

Job Placement Officer

-

Previous year
associate degree
graduates

Administrative Council, Board of
Trustees, and others as appropriate

Improvement of instruction,

Dean of Student Services

Fall te,m annual~

services to students, and
articulation

f

-

Every 5 years

All departments/
programs on
rotating basis

Dean of Instruction, program/
department chairs

Department/program effectiveness

Dean of Instruction

All vocational
programs

Department of Elementary &
Secondary Education, faculty,
staff, Administrative Council, and
Board of Trustees

To improve vocational program
effectiveness

Dean of Instruction

Department(s)
designated by
Coordinating Board
for Higher Education

Coordinating Board for Higher
Education, department chairs,
Administrative Council, Board of
Trustees

To improve instructional effectiveness

Dean of Instruction

Students needing
career decisions
guidance

Student, Counselor and/or
Program Advisor (by student
permission)

To assist student in making
decisions regarding college and
career choices

Counselors

NCMC Plan of J Component

Time Schedule

• - - , ~ ~ PeriOOi~I~

E

~t:~2;~:~~-

-- ..
·/

essment cont.

Population/
Program

Distribution of Results

Staff and supervisors
and others as
determined by the
administrator and his/
her supervisor

Administrators, President

Improvement of administration
and in setting administrative
goals and objectives

Board of Trustees and
President

Full-time faculty
members based on
faculty handbook
guidelines

Evaluated faculty members,
Dean of Instruction

Improvement of instructional
effectiveness

Student evaluations conducted by Faculty Standards
Committee; evaluations by
peer and dean are responsibility of Dean of Instruction

All part-time and offcampus faculty

Part-time faculty member and
Dean of Instruction

Improvement of institutional
effectiveness

Dean of Instruction

All full-time and
regular part-time
classified staff

Staff mpmber, his/her supervisor, ancl appropriate administrator

Improvement of job performance

Appropriate administrator

All personnel and
Board of Trustees

All personnel and Board of
Trustees

To assist in determining
institutional mission fulfillment

Personnel office

All certificate and AAS
degree recipients

Department of Elementary &
Secondary Education, Statewide Job Placement Service,
Dean of Instruction, President,
Board of Trustees, and program
advisory committee members

To determine program effectiveness and for career counseling.
Annual placement rates used in
5-year comparison report

Job Placement Officer

Use of Results

Responsibility

